
Employee and
Equipment Tracking 

Improve Efficiency with user-friendly web or mobile software Increase the bottom line by reducing payroll errors

Today's workforce is operating within a fast paced, mobile 

environment, which presents numerous challenges to 

management.  Conventional time clock systems allow room 

for error and buddy punching.                    has created a 

set of tools designed to help organizations stay up to 

speed. Standardize your payroll process by monitoring the

location of your employees.
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Track employee hours

Export to accounting

Tracking T&M hours

Track employee location within facility

Track hours worked on jobsite billable hours with GPS
location - servicing

Automate payroll

Mobile app compatible

Internet connection not needed

Top Benefits

Increase The Bottom Line

RF Identity

Proud Partner with Alien Technologies



Standardize your T&M 
payroll process Track and ensure employee

accountability in real-time
We have developed a user interface that 
accurately records the location of people wearing
our tags, which are automatically tracked and
logged as they move in a predetermined
perimeter.  This feature eliminates the abuse if
time clock or "buddy punching".  This one point of
enter approval process also replaces manual data
entry.  This includes logging of billable hours, 
tracking T&M hours, or inventory location data.
The potential applications are too numerous to list.

- Jordan Rogers

RF Identity software enables the user to monitor
the GPS location of employees and guests using
Radio Frequency Identity tags and readers.  The
seamless integration process results in increased
transparency and security throughout the
workplace.  RF Identity creates customized
accounting exports with no data entry needed
standardizing payroll.

Interface with other devices
and software

Improve security and reduce
risks when time counts
In the event of an evacuation or emergency, every
second counts.  RF Identity will help first
responders determine who is accounted for and
who needs to be found.  The software can provide
real time data of last known locations within the
pre-determined perimeter.  Our products are
guaranteed to increase visibility, compliance, and
productivity or we will return your money.

The data that is collected can easily be exported to
accounting software.  Our consultants will meet with
your company's representatives to determine the
ideal size and scope of your implementation.  We 
will assist with establishing your network parameters
and enter pertinent employee data.  The easy to use
mobile app for iPhones and iPads will help you
access this data and provide the specific GPS
coordinates for the provided tags.
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